GW Votes

October 24 | All Day
Vote Early Day

October 29 | 5:30pm ET
GW Elliott School. Please direct any questions or concerns to the School's alumni engagement team. 

YBPIA Mentorships

October 26–30, 2020
GW Entrepreneurship Week fosters collaboration with and support to the ideas of GW students to deliver solutions stimulating change. There will be a Design Workshop: Resilient Cities at 9am on Wednesday, October 28th. The workshop is designed to explore the resilience of cities and the implications for their future. The workshop will be led by Dr. Rachel Talbert, Graduate Fellow, Community Engaged Scholarship.

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT AND PUBLIC SERVICE

UPCOMING EVENTS

GW Teach Lesson Check In

October 28 | 6pm ET
Presented on Instagram Live
Bridging the Accountability Gap in Education, and service opportunities with Lesson Check In.

Join GlobeMed at GW for their 3rd annual Capital Hilltop Conference: Health in the District learning.

The COVID Tracking Project

The COVID Tracking Project is a community system of faculty, students, and community leaders who are an initiative partnered with the Black Student Union, the Diversion Instagram Launch Rethinking DC Policing and Youth movement.

Remote COVID Tracking Project

Visit to ethnic data, and long-term care facility data. They compile and publish unique COVID datasets with volunteers to collect and disseminate key data about COVID-19 in the United States. They are working on long time series not found anywhere else, including testing and vaccination.

The COVID Tracking Project™

The COVID Tracking Project is a community system of faculty, students, and community leaders who are an initiative partnered with the Black Student Union, the Diversion Instagram Launch Rethinking DC Policing and Youth movement.

COMMUNITY OPPORTUNITIES

NASHMAN CENTER PROGRAMS

GW VOTES

Have a story, opportunity, or event you want to share? Submit it on CIVIL/GOV!

CIVIL/GOV!

TrueRemove
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